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Abstract:      
We exhibit  and describe optimal target spaces in orbitrary-

order Sobolev type embeddings for traces of -dimensional 
functions on lower dimensional subspaces, this method is very 
efficient to give various characterizations of optimal Sobolev trace 
embeddings, we used the descriptive-deductive method, Results 
:we found that any trace embedding can be reduced to a one-
dimensional inequality for a Hardy type operator depending only 
on  and on the dimension of the relevant subspace.
Keywords: Sobolev spaces, trace embeddings, optimal 
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توصيفات مختلفة لأثر أمثلية  تضمينات سوبوليف              
د. عصام الدين إسحق إدريس محمد – قسم الرياضيات – كلية التربية – جامعة كردفان 

د. فضل عباس فضل -  قسم الرياضيات – كلية التربية – جامعة كردفان

المستخلص:
الهــدف مــن هــذه الدراســة هوعــرض ووصــف أمثليــة الفضــاءات المســتهدفة فى الترتيــب المحكــم 

ــة ،هــذه  ــدوال ذات البعــد-n عــى البعــد الأدنى للفضــاءات الجزئي ــار لل ــات ســوبوليف لأث لنمــط تضمين

الطريقــة فعالــة جــدا فى إعطــاء توصيفــات مختلفــة لإثــر أمثليــة تضمينــات ســوبوليف ،إســتخدمنا المنهــج 

الوصفــى الإســتنباطى، النتائــج :إن أى أثــر للتضمــن يمكــن أن يكــون مخفــض للمتباينــة ذات البعــد الواحــد 

لنمــط مؤثــر هــاردي إعتــاد فقــط عــى  n و عــى بعــد الفضــاء الجــزئى ذو الصلــة.    

ــة،  ــب الفضــاءات الثابت ــادة ترتي ــل ، إع ــة: فضــاءات ســوبوليف، أثرتضمينات،هــدف أمث ــات مفتاحي كل

ــر أعــى                                                                                          ــز، مؤث فضــاءات أورليــش، فضــاءات لورنت

1. Introduction and main results
Let  be an open set in  with and let 

 such that  We denote by 
 the (non empty) intersection of  with a -dimensional 

affine subspace of . Moreover, given any  
and , we call  
the standard Sobolev space of those functions which belong to 

 together with all their weak derivatives up to 
the order . If  is bounded and satisfies the cone condition, 
and

 then a linear trace operator

is customarily well defined at any function in  
via approximation by smooth functions. Here,  stands 
for a Lebesgue space on  with respect to the -dimensional 
Hausdorff measure  and the arrow’’ ’’ denotes a 
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bounded operator. Of course, if  then  
and  is the identity operator.
An even sharper version of the trace embedding (1.2) is available 
for the space  for every  
and  and reads

where  denotes an Orlicz space of 
exponentially integrable functions on Equation (1.3) collects 

classical embedding theorems due to [20] ( or 

 ) ([27] Nirenberg,1959](

), [33] ( and(  

or  ), [32] (

 ), [1] (   
). In order to explain the aims of the present section, which deals 
with a general class of Sobolev type trace embeddings, let us 
focus for a moment on the specific instance (1.3), and recall that, 
in the case when  the target space in all such 

embeddings is optimal in the class of Lebesgue spaces 

 or  ), and also Orlicz 
spaces

 ( ) [10], but can be improved (for 
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) on replacing the Lebesgue space 

 and the Orlicz space  

with the strictly smaller Lorentz space 

[28], [30] and Lorentz-Zygmund space

[5] , [24], respectively.These 
latter spaces turn out to be optimal (smallest possible) in the class of 
allrearrangement-invariant spaces on  namely, loosely speaking, 
the Banach spaces of measurable functions on  endowed with a 
norm which only depends on integrability properties of functions. 
A question which thus naturally arises in this regard is whether the 
target spaces in (1.3) can be enhanced, in a similar spirit, also when 
genuine trace embeddings are in question, that is when 

 This question can be affirmatively answered from 
an application of one of the main results of this section, which 
characterizes the optimal rearrangement-invariant target space in 
the trace embedding for given Sobolev type domain space built 
upon any rearrangement-invariant space.Indeed, a specialization 
of this result tells us  that, if  then

The trace embeddings in (1.4) are, in turn, a special instance of Theorem 
(5.1),where applications of our approach to optimal trace embeddings 
for Lorentz-Sobolev and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces are exhibited. Note 
that the trace embeddings in (1.4) actually improve the first two 

embeddings in (1.3), since 
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 (unless 
 and  in which case the two 

spaces coincide), and 

 Moreover, the target spaces in 
(1.4) are optimal among all rearrangement-invariant spaces.Our 
general version of the optimal Sobolev trace embedding is stated 
in Theorem 1.1below, and requires a few preliminaries.Given any 
rearrangement-invariant function norms  and 

 we denote by  the rearrangement-
invariant space on  associated with  and by 

 the rearrangement-invariant space on  with respect to 
the -dimensional Hausdorff measure  restricted to  
associated with  We then call  
the Sobolev type Banach space of all functions which belong to 

 together with all their weak derivatives up to the order 
. Hence,  if 

 We also denote by 
 the subspace of those functions from  

whose mean value over  is , together with the mean value 
of all their weak derivatives up to the order 
Let us briefly comment on assumption (1.1). Since 

 for any rearrangement-invariant space provided 
that  has finite measure, one has that

  for any  and any such 
space  Thus, by (1.2), under assumption (1.1) the trace 
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operator  is certainly well defined from  
into  (at least), whatever  and 

 are.On the other hand, dropping this assumption (in the case 
when ) would exclude Sobolev type spaces built 
upon rearrangement-invariant spaces  endowed with a 
too weak norm,for instance  Since we are not going 
to impose any restriction on the rearrangement-invariant space 

 in the main results of the section, we shall keep (1.1) 
in force throughout. Now, given  such 
that  and  we call 

 the rearrangement-invariant function norm 
whose associate function norm is given by 

for every nonnegative measurable function  on 
Theorem1.1. [Optimal target spaces for trace embeddings] Let 

 be a bounded open set with the cone property in 
 Assume that  and  are such 

that and  and let 
 be a rearrangement-invariant function norm. 

Let  be the rearrangement-invariant function 
norm obeying (1.5).Then

Moreover, the space is optimal in (1.6) among 
all rearrangement-invariant spaces. An important special case of 
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Theorem 1.1 is enucleated in Corollary 1.2, which provides us 
with a characterization of the a Sobolev spaces  
which are mapped into  be the trace operator [19].
Corollary 1.2. [Trace embedding into ] Let 

 and  be as in Theorem 1.1. Then the 
following facts are equivalent:

In particular,(1.7) and (1.8) hold for any rearrangement-invariant 
function norm  provided that
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies upon a reduction principle for 
trace embeddings, and corresponding Poincaré trace inequalities, 
ensuring that any such embedding is equivalent to a one-
dimensional inequality for suitable Hardy type operator.This is the 
content of the main result of this section.
Theorem 1.3. [Reduction principle for trace embeddings] Let 

 be as in Theorem 1.1.Let  
and  be rearrangement-invariant function norms.
Then the following facts are equivalent.
(i) The Sobolev trace embedding

holds.
(ii) The Poincaré trace inequality 

holds for some constant  and for every 

(iii) The inequality
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holds for some constant  and for every nonnegative 

Theorem 1.4. [Sharp iteration principle for trace embeddings] Let 
 be an open set with the cone property in  Let 

 be such that  
 and  Assume 

that  Let  be rearrangement-
invariant function norm.Then

The validity of the iteration principle of Theorem1.4 in such a full 
generality is quite striking. In fact, although iteration of Sobolev 
and or trace embeddings,with optimal targets in subclasses of 
rearrangement-invariant spaces, may yield sharp higher-order 
results in customary settings (see e.g. ([22], [37]), this is not 
always the case, especially when borderline situations are in 
question.To verify this assertion, consider, for instance, the third 
embedding in (1.3), with  and , namely

If  this trace embedding cannot be recovered 
from a subsequent application of the first embedding in (1.3) with 

 and of the second embedding in (1.3) with 
 and , since this argument only yields 
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the weaker conclusion

Notice that both the trace and the Sobolev embedding in (1.14) 
are optimal within the class of Orlicz spaces.The following 
example is even more enlightening, in that it illustrates a variety 
of situations which can occur after iteration of Sobolev trace 
embeddings. Assume that  and

 By the second 

trace embedding in (1.3), with 

Appropriate choices of  and  in the first two  trace embeddings 
in (1.3) yield

and

Observe that

where the first inclusion is strict whenever 
 and the second inclusion is strict if 

. Thus, for these values of  and , equations (1.15), (1.16) 
and (1.17) yield different results, although all of them are obtained 
from compositions of trace embeddings with optimal Orlicz 
targets. Futhermore, only the first one has a resulting optimal 
Orlicz target. On the other hand, in the special case when 

 and , the first inclusion in (1.18) is in fact an 
identity, and hence the composition in (1.16) does yield a trace 
embedding with optimal eventual Orlicz target.
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2. Function spaces
2.1. Spaces of measurable functions  we shall now briefly recall 
some basic facts from the theory of rearrangement-invariant spaces 
(see [4]).
Let  be a finite positive measure space.We 
denote by  be the set of all -measurable 
functions on  taking values in  
We also defined 

 and 

 If 
 is a subset of  equipped with the Lebesgue measure, 

then  will be simply denoted by Given 
any function  its non-increasing 
rearrangement  is defined as 

 

for .We also define 

 as 

     for 

. Note that is also non-increasing, and 
 for 

. Moreover,
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for , for every 
Two measurable functions  and  on  are 

said to be equimeasurable (or equidistributed) if 
A basic property of rearrangements is the Hardy-Littlewood 
inequality,which tell us that, if  
then 

We say that a functional 
 is a function norm, if for all 

 and  and every 
 the following properties hold :

(P1)  if and only if 

;

(P2)          a.e. implies 
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;

(P3)   a.e. implies 

;
(P4)      ;
(P5)        a constant  exists such that 

If, in addition,

(P6)        

whenever 
we say that  is a rearrangement-invariant function 
norm. Given a function norm  we introduce 

another functional on  denoted by 

 and defined as

Then  is also a function norm on 
We shall call it the associate norm of 

. Note that 

Let  be a rearrangement-invariant function norm.
Then the space  is defined as the collection of all 
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functions  such that the quantity

is finite. The space  is a Banach space, endowed 
with the norm given by (2.4). With abuse of notation, if 

 and  is the Lebesgue measure, we denote 
 simply by  The space  is 

called the representation space of  Given a 
rearrangement-invariant space the rearrangement-invariant 

space  built upon the function norm

 is called the associate space of  It 
turns out that   hence, 
any rearrangement-invariant space  is always the 
associate space of another rearrangement-invariant space 

 Futhermore, the Hölder inequality

holds for every  and 

h e n c e

for every  and  in   Let  
and  be rearrangement-invariant spaces. We write 

 to denote that 
 is continuously embedded into  One 
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has that  if and only if  

Note that the embedding  
holds if and only if  there exists a constant  such that 

 
for every 
 Moreover, for any rearrangement-invariant spaces 
and ,

 if and only if 

with the same embedding constants.Given any  
the dilation operator  defined at 

 by

is bounded on any rearrangement-invariant space  

with norm not exceeding Hardy’s 

Lemma tells us that if  and 

t h e n

for every non-
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increasing function  A 
consequence of this result is the Hardy-Littlewood-Pόlya principle 
which asserts that if the functions  
satisfy

then  for every 
rearrangement-invariant space 
Since  for every rearrangement-invariant 
space one has that

Throughout, we use the convention that 
A basic example of a function norm is the Lebesgue norm 

 defined as usual for 
Assume that  

We defined the functional  by 

    
for If either  
and  or  or 

 then  is equivalent to a 
rearrangement-invariant function norm, and 
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We further define  the functional  as

    
for 
If either  and  

or   then  is 
a rearrangement-invariant function norm (see e.g. [31] 

Theorem 9.7.5). The norm  and 

 are called Lorentz function norms, 
and the corresponding spaces  
and  are called Lorentz spaces.
Suppose now that  and 

 We define the functional  
by 

 for 

For suitable choices of 

 is equivalent to a 
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function norm. If this is the case,  

is called a Lorentz-Zygmund function norm, and the corresponding 
space  is called a Lorentz-

Zygmundspace. The space  

mentioned in Example 5.6 is the so-called generalized Lorentz-
Zygmund space corresponding to the function norm given by

for  (see [29],[20],[31],Chapter 
9).The following inclusion relations between Lorentz spaces hold:

for 

if 

for 
if either  and  or 
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then 
 up to equivalent norms;

for  up to equivalent norms. For the last property, (see 
e.g. [33]).
A function  is called a Young 
function if it is convex (non trivial), left-continuous and vanishes 
at . Thus, any such function takes the form

f o r 

for some non-decreasing, left-continuous function 
 The Luxemburg function 

norm  is defined by

, 
for 
The corresponding rearrangement-invariant space 

 is called a Orlicz space. In particular, 
 if 

 for some  
and  if 

 for   and 
 for 
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Given two Young functions  and , the function norms

 and  are equivalent if and 

only if  and  are equivalent near infinity, in the sense that 
there exist constants  and  
such that

 for 

A common extension of Orlicz and Lorentz spaces is provided by a 
family of Orlicz-Lorentz spaces. Given 

 and a Young function  such that

we denote by   the Orlicz-
Lorentz rearrangement-invariant function norm defined as

for The fact that ( 15) actually 
defines a function norm follows from simple variants in the proof 
of ([10], Proposition 2.1). Given a measure space ,we 
denote by  the 
Orlicz-Lorentz space associated with the rearrangement-invariant 
function norm  Note that this 
class of Orlicz-Lorentz spaces includes (up to equivalent norms) 
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the Orlicz spaces and various instances of Lorentz and Lorentz-
Zygmund spaces.
2.2 Sobolev spaces. An open set  in  is said to have the 
cone property if there exists a finite cone  such that each point 
in  is the vertex of finite cone contained in  and congruent to 

 An open set  is called a Lipschitz domain if it is bounded 
and each point of  has a neighborhood  such that 

 is the subgraph of a Lipschitz continuous function 
of  variables. Unless otherwise stated, in the 
remaining part of the section  will denote a bounded open set 
in  with the cone property. Let  and let 

 be a rearrangement-invariant space.We define the -th 
order Sobolev type space  as 

 is -times weakly differentiable in  and 

 for 

equipped with the norm 

 Here,  denotes the vector 
of all -th order weak derivatives of . In particular,  
stands for , and  will also be simply denoted by .
The subspace  of  is defined 
as

The notation  will be employed to denote the 
space

 is -times weakly 
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differentiable in  and equipped 

with the norm  

Note that, if  then 
 by property (P5) of rearrangement-

invariant spaces. Hence, one actually has that 

 for every  by a 
standard Sobolev embedding on open sets with the cone property. 
The subspace  of  is defined 
analogously to .
The spaces  and  are easily 
verified to be Banach spaces. In fact, they agree, up to equivalent 
norms.
Proposition 2.1. Let  be a bounded open set with the cone 
property in

 let  and let 
 be a rearrangement-invariant function norm. 

Then  Hence,
 as well.

Proposition 2.1 is a straightforward consequence of ([17], 
Proposition 4.5) and of the fact that the isoperimetric function of 
any bounded connected open set with the cone property behaves 

like  as  
([26], Corollary 5.2.1/3).
The next result deals with the equivalence of Sobolev and Poincaré 
trace inequalities.
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Proposition 2.2. Let  be a bounded connected open set with 
the cone property in  Let  and

  be such that  and 
Let  and be 

rearrangement-invariant function norms.
Then the Sobolev trace embedding

holds if and only if Poincaré trace inequality

holds for some constant , and every 
An ingredient in the proof of Proposition 2.2 is a (first-order) 
Poincaré type inequality which ensures that, if  is a bounded 
connected open set with the cone property, then there exists a 
constant  such that

for any r.i. function norm  and for every 
 Inequality ( ) is established in ([8], Lemma 

4.1) in the special case when  is a ball. It proof makes use of  
a rearrangement type inequality for the norm  
which holds, in fact, for Sobolev functions  (with unrestricted 
boundary values) on any bounded connected open set  with the 
cone property ([15], Lemma 4.1 and inequality (3.5)).The proof in 
the general case is completely analogous, provided that balls are 
replaced with an arbitrary bounded connected open set  with the 
cone property ([19].
Proof. Assume that ( ) is in force.Given  denote 
by  the space of polynomials whose degree does not exceed 
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. Given any  there exists a (unique) 
polynomial  such that 

 Moreover, the coefficients of  are linear 
combinations of the components of

 for  
with coefficients depending on  and . Thus, given any 

where is the constant appearing in ( 17), and 
 and  are suitable constants depending on ,

 Embedding (2.16) is thus established.
Conversely, assume that (2.16) holds. An iterated use of the 
Poincaré inequality (2.18) tells us that there exists a constant 

 such that

for . Inequality (2.17) follows from 
(2.16) and (2.19).
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3. Preliminary technical results we say that an operator 

is bounded between two rearrangement-invariant spaces
 and  and we write

if the quantity 

is finite. Such a quantity will be called the norm of . The space 
will be called optimal, within a certain class, in (3.1) 

if, whenever  is another rearrangement-invariant 
space, from the same class, such that 

, we have that 
Equivalently, the corresponding function 

norm  will be said to be optimal in (3.1) in 
the relevant class.Assume that 

 
are operators such that

for every 
Let  and  be rearrangement-invariant 
spaces. A simple argument involving Fubini’s theorem and the 
definition of the associate norm shows that

 if and 
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only if 

and   (see e.g. [17], Lemma 8.1).
Let  be a measurable 
function, and let  be such that 

We define the operators  and  at 
every  by

For  Assume that  is a 
rearrangement-invariant function norm. 

We then define the functional  by 

for , where  is the 
associate norm 
Proposition 3.1. Let  be a 
measurable function, and let

. Assume that (3.3) holds. Let 
 be a rearrangement-invariant function norm. Then the 
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functional  defined by (3.5), is a 

rearrangement-invariant function norm. Moreover, on denoting by 

 the rearrangement-invariant function 

norm whose associate norm is  

one has that 

with norm not exceeding 1, namely,

for The function norm 

is optimal in (3.6) among all rearrangement-invariant 
function norms.

Proof. We begin by showing that the functional

 satisfies axioms (P1)-(P6) of the definition of 
rearrangement-invariant function norm. Let

 Then, by (2.1),

 for 
Hence, owning to the Hardy-Littlewood-Pόlya principle,
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This proves the triangle inequality. The remaining properties in 
axiom (P1), as well as axioms (P2),(P3) and (P6), are trivially 
satisfied. By (3.3) and (2.6), there exists a positive constant  
such that

whence (P4) holds. To verify (P5), first note that there exists a 
positive constant , depending only on , such that

for every
  Thus, by (P5) for the function norm 

 there exists a positive constant  such that
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where 

 whence (P5) follows [19].
We shall now show (3.7). By (3.2) and (3.4), this is equivalent 

to establishing that : 

 with constant not exceeding one, that is,

for  By the very definition of the 

norm 

for  Moreover, by the Hardy-

Littlewood inequality (2.2) and property (P2) of the norm 

for  Hence, (3.8) follows.

It remains to prove that  is 
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the optimal rearrangement-invariant function norm that 
renders (3.6) true. In order to verify this fact, assume that

is another rearrangement-invariant 
function norm such that 

 Then, by (3.2), 

 

namely 

 for some positive 
constant  and every  Hence, by 
the rearrangement-invariant of the space 

 
for every  Coupling this inequality 
with (3.5) shows that

 for some positive constant 

 and every

namely, 

 Thus, by (2.5), 

 This proves that 

 is the optimal rearrangement-invariant function 
norm such that (3.6) holds. The proof is complete.The next two 
lemmas contain auxiliary results of technical nature.
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Lemma 3.2. Let  Suppose that there 
exists a positive constant  such

 for   

Then,  

   for   

 for every 

Proof. By (3.9) and the monotonicity of 

 for   Owing to the Hardy-Littlewood 

inequality (2.2),

    for   

 Hence,
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for 
Lemma 3.3 (i) Let  Then there exists a constant 

 such that

for every  and every

(ii) Let  Then there exists a constant 
 such that

 for every  and every 
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Proof. (i) Fix Inequality (3.10) can be 
rewritten as

By ([23],Theorem 3.2), applied with

a necessary and sufficient condition for (3.12) is the validity of the 
inequality

 for  
for some positive constant  A close inspection of the proof 
of ([23], Theorem 3.2) reveals that  is just an absolute constant 
multiple of  It is easily verified that (3.13) holds with  
depending only on  and hence  as well.
(ii) The same argument as in the case (i) can be used, but now with

We now state and prove two key one-dimensional inequalities to 
be used in the proofs of our main results.
Theorem 3.4. Assume that  
are such that
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  and 

Then there exists a positive constant 
 such that, for every rearrangement-invariant 

function norm 

for 
Proof. We begin by defining the operators  and  by

 

for    and 

for  Denote by  
the functional given by
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  for 

Then the first two inequalities in (3.14) guarantee that (3.3) holds 
with 

 and  

Therefore, by proposition 3.1, the functional  
is a rearrangement-invariant function norm, and

for  Set   

    and 
Assumption (3.14) ensures that  
Therefore,

and  
We claim that there exists a constant
  such that
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  for 

Then the first two inequalities in (3.14) guarantee that (3.3) holds 
with 

 and  

Therefore, by proposition 3.1, the functional  
is a rearrangement-invariant function norm, and

for  Set   

    and 
Assumption (3.14) ensures that  
Therefore,

and  
We claim that there exists a constant
  such that

for  To verify this claim, fix any 
such function g, and begin by observing that, by the definition of 

the norm we have that

Next,
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for By inequality (3.11),

   

for 
for some constant  Thus, by 
the definition of 
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 for where 

 On making use of this inequality in (3.19), we 
obtain that 
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By inequality (3.10), with  replaced by  and (2.2), 
there exists a constant

 such that

for  On the other hand, by the monotonicity 

of the function  and (2.2) again,

for 
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Owing to (3.21) and (3.22),

  

for 
for some constant  Hence, by 
the Hardy-Littlewood-Pόlya principle,

and (3.18) follows from (3.20).

Now, fix any nonnegative function  
By the definition of associate space, (2.3), and Fubini’s theorem, 
we get that
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Since  
the function  

is non-increasing on , inasmuch as it is a constant 
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multiple of the intergral mean over  of the non-

increasing function  with 

respect to measure
 Consequently, by (3.23)
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By (3.17) and (3.18),

On the other hand, by (3.16),
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for every nonnegative function  It 
follows from (3.24) ,(3.25) and (3.26) that

 
.
Hence, inequality (3.15) follows from the definition of the norm 

Let  and let  be a rearrangement-
invariant function norm. For  defined the 

functional  inductively as 

 and 

for  Proposition 3.1, applied with 

 and 

 guarantees that, for each 
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the functional  is a 
rearrangement-invariant function norm.
Theorem 3.5.  Let  and let  be a 
rearrangement-invariant function norm.Then for every

 there exists a positiveconstant  depending only 
on  and , such that

for  where  is a 
rearrangement-invariant function norm defined by (3.27).
Proof. We argue by finite induction. The assertion for  
holds with thanks to the fact that 

 and that  Assume next that 
the claim is true for some  
Then, by Theorem 3.4 applied with

 and 

 , we get that
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for every , where  is the 
constant apprearing in (3.15). This establishes (3.28) for 

 It remains to consider the 
case when  In this case, equation (3.27) yields

  
for . On the other hand, for

 we have
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for , whence (3.28) follows.The 
proof is complete.
4 . Proofs of the main results
Our approach makes use of reduction principles for Sobolev 
embeddings on the whole of , and for trace embeddings on 

 They are stated in Theorem 4.1and in Theorem 4.2, 
respectively, below.
Theorem 4.1. Let  be a bounded open set with the cone 
property in  and let Assume 
that and  are rearrangement-
invariant function norms. Then the Sobolev embedding

holds if and only if the Hardy type inequality

holds for some constant  and for every nonnegative function 

Theorem 4.1 follows from a special case of ([17] Theorem 6.1, via 
([26] Corollary 5.2.1/3). In the case when  is a Lipschitz domain 
and  it was proved in [25]. 
Theorem 4.2. Let  be a bounded open set with the cone 
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property in  and let  Assume 
that and  are rearrangement-
invariant function norms.Then the Sobolev trace embedding

holds if and only if the Hardy type inequality

holds for some constant  and for every nonnegative function 

A version of Theorem 4.2, where  is replaced with  
can be found ([14]   Theorem 3.1), and is based on an interpolation 
argument which makes use of Peetre’s K-functional. The proof 
of the fact that (4.4) implies (4.3) is completely analogous. One 
has just to replace the endpoint inequalities exploited in the 
interpolation argument of [14] which the following inequalities for 

the trace operator  on 

for every

a n d

for every
 where  Note 

that the former inequality is just a special case of (1.2), whereas 
the latter holds owing to the embedding

, the space of continuous bounded functions 
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in  (see for instance ([15] Remark 3.10).The fact that (4.3) 
implies (4.4) will not be used in the proof of Theorem 1.3. In fact, 
it follows on specializing a more general argument in the proof of 
the theorem.
Proof Theorem1.3.The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is the content of 
Proposition 2.2. Thus, only The equivalence of (i) and (ii) has to be 
established. Let us first show that (iii) implies (i). We preliminarily 
observe that it suffices to prove such implication in the case when  
is a ball . Indeed, any bounded open set with the cone property 
can be decomposed into the finite union of Lipschitz domains ([2] 
Theorem 4.8). It is then easily seen that we may assume that  is 
a Lipschitz domain .Next, any Lipschitz domain is an extension 
domain, both for  and for  

([35] Theorem 5). By ([18] Theorem 4.1), given any ball 

, there exists a linear bounded extension operator  such 
that   for any 
rearrangement-invariant function norm  with 
norm independent of  Namely,  
in  
and there exists a constant  such 
that

for every Given any -dimensional 
hyperplane such that  let us denote by  the 
trace operator on  acting on functions in  
and by  the trace operator on  acting on functions in 

One has that  and 
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in Now, assume that  and 
are rearrangement-invariant function norm such that (i) holds in 

, namely 

for some constant  and for every  
Thus, by (4.6) (coupled with the boundedness of the dilation 
operator on rearrangement-invariant spaces), (4.7) and (4.5), there 
exist constants  such that

for every .This proves that (i) also 
holds in 
We may thus assume,without loss of generality, that  is a 
ball, and that  Suppose, for the time being, that 

 We set  and assume first 
that There exists a finite sequence of affine 

-dimensional subspaces of 
 such that 

Observe that, since  is a ball, then  is an 
-dimensional ball for  and hence an 

-dimensional Lipschitz domain. Define the functional 

 by
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for every . By Proposition 3.1, 
applied with and

 

the functional is a rearrangement-invariant 
function norm, and 

 

    
for every . 
Note that assumption (3.3) is fulfilled, since  . By Theorem 
4.1, this implies that , and 
hence

For each , let  be 
the rearrangement-invariant function norm defined by (3.27). By 
Proposition 3.1, 

applied with  and 

for each 
 we have 

for every . By Theorem 4.2, applied 
with  replaced with  and  replaced with 
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 inequalities (4.10) ensure that, for each 

Also, one classically has that 

provided that [2] Theorem 5.4), 
and hence, in particular, the trace on  of an -times weakly 
differentiable function in  is an -times weakly 
differentiable function if  fufil the above inequality.
Thus, iterating embedding (4.11)  times yields

Coupling (4.9) with (4.12) gives 

We now defined the functional  on 
.

for . Since, by our assumptions, 

 

condition (3.3) is satisfied for  and 

 

Therefore, Proposition 3.1 implies that  is a 
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rearrangement-invariant function norm and 

for every . Moreover,

is the optimal rearrangement-invariant function norm for 
which (4.15) holds. Since, by (1.12),  is also a 
rearrangement-invariant function norm for which (4.15) holds, the 

optimality of  implies

We now claim that

By Theorem 3.5, applied to  (observe that 
),

for every  Therefore, by property 
(3.2) applied to the identity operator, in order to established (4.17), 
we just need to show that there exists a positive constant  such 
that
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for every  By the definition of 

 and (see (4.8) and (4.14)), 
inequality (4.18) will in turn follow if we prove that there exists a 
positive constant  such that

for every  This is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.4, applied with 

 and 

 This establishes (4.18), and hence also (4.17). 
Combining (4.13),( 4.17) and (4.16) yields

  and (1.10) follows.
Consider next the case when . We define 

the functionals  for
 as above, save that now we set 

 The proof of 

embeddings (4.13) and (4.16) is the same, and even simpler, since 
(4.9) holds as an equality. It only remains to prove (4.17). By (3.2), 
it suffices to verify that there exists a positive constant  such
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for every  This follows from 
Theorem 3.5, applied with  and 

 Finally, suppose that . Then 
 (see e.g.[26] Theorem 

1.4.5]).Therefore, by (2.6) 

  and (i) follows.
Let us now show that (i) implies (iii). Suppose that 
(1.10) holds. Assume first that .Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that  
and that  

Let  be a positive number such that  and 

let  be any locally integrable 
function. Define the -times weakly differentiable function 

 as

We now estimate the quantity , along 
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the lines of ([25] Proof of Theorem A]). Let 
 be such that  

An induction argument shows that, for every 
 any order derivative of  is a linear 

combination of terms of the form  , where 
 and  

Here we denote  for 
 and  being a multi-index. Hence, the absolute value 

of any order derivative of  is domained by a constant 

multiple of  . Thus, there is a positive 
constant  such that

 

 for 

The function  is a linear combination of the 
expressions

for  and of the expressions
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and  when  where 
 

As a consequence, subsequenct applications of Fubini’s theorem 
and obvious estimates tell us that,  
then

 for  Whereas for  we get

for some constant 
 Moreover, 

Altogether, there exist a constant  such 
that
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for a.e. 

whereas   if 
 It is easily verified that, for each

  the operators

are bounded both in  and in  with 
norm depending only on  and . Hence, by an interpolation 
theorem by Calderόn ([4] Theorem 2.12, Chapter 3), they are 
bounded in any rearrangement-invariant space, with norms 
depending only on its norms in  and in 

 Therefore, owing to boundedness of the dilation operator 
in rearrangement-invariant space, we infer from (4.19) that

for some positive constant  
On the other hand, one has that
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for 

where  .Via this formula, one can deduce, via 
an argument as in the proof of ([14] Inequality 3.41) , that there 
exists a constant  such that

.
Inequality (1.12) follows from (4.20) and (4.21), owing to the 
arbitrariness of . In the case when  inequality 
(1.12) holds for every pair of rearrangement-invariant spaces

 and . Indeed,

for every  and hence the assertion 
follows from (2.6).

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Since  
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condition (3.3) holds for  and 

 Thus, 
by Proposition 3.1, 

the functional  is a rearrangement-
invariant function norm ,and

for every  Moreover,

is the optimal rearrangement-invariant function norm 
which renders (4.22) true. Hence, in particular, by Theorem 3.1, 
the trace embedding (1.6) holds [19]. 
In order to prove the optimality of the target norm, suppose that 

 is any rearrangement-invariant function norm 
such that

Then, by Theorem 3.1, inequality (1.12) holds for some positive 
constant  and for all  Thus, by the 

optimality of the rearrangement-invariant function norm

 in (4.22), we necessarily have that  

This proves the optimality of the same rearrangement-invariant 
function norm in (1.6). The proof is complete. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.2. The equivalence of (1.7) and (1.8) is a 
straightforward consequence of the optimality of the function 

norm and of the first embedding in (2.6). As 
for the equivalence of (1.7) and (1.9), observe that, by Theorem 
1.3, embedding (1.7) holds if and only if

 
namely if and only if
 

Since the latter supremum agrees with  

the equivalence of (1.7) and (1.9) follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We have that 
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for  Suppose first that 
 Then, by Coroallary 1.2,

On the other hand,

for every  If 

 then 

 and, consequently,

since . If  then 

 and hence
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since  by our assumptions. Consequently,

for  whence 

 up to 
equivalent norms.Thus, by (2.3) and (2.7),

Coupling (4.25) with (4.24), implies that 

Suppose next that . Then the assumption 
 entails that .

 We have that
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On setting   and 

 all the requirements in (3.14) are satisfied, 
since  entails that 

 implies that
and  implies that  
Therefore, by (4.23),(4.26) and Theorem 3.4 there exists a positive 
constant  such that 

 for 
n a m e l y ,

 Conversely, by (2.2) and the monotonicity of the functio
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for whence

Coupling (4.27) and (4.28) tells us 

that  

 or 

equivalently, 

 whence (1.13) follows.
5. Trace embeddings for Lorentz-Sobolev and Orlicz-
Sobolev spaces
 we collect some new trace embeddings,with optimal targets, for 
custoumary Sobolev type spaces built upon Lorentz or Orlicz 
spaces.They follow from an application of our general results, via 
suitable Hardy type inequalities. We begin with Lorentz-Sobolev  
spaces.
Theorem 5.1.[Optimal trace embeddings in Lorentz-Sobolev  
spaces.] Let , and  be as in Theorem 1.1. Assume 
that either  and

 or  or  Then

Moreover, the target spaces in (5.1) are optimal among all 
rearrangement-invariant spaces on 
Proof. Set 
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Then, by (5.1), the denfinition of Lorentz spaces and (2.7),

 
,
every  Assume first that 

, and either , or 

and  Fix any 

T r i v i a l l y ,

Now, there exists a positive constant 
 such that
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If  (and hence necessarily ), then (5.2) 
follows from
 ([23] Theorem 3.2).When  inequality (5.2) is a 
consequence of equality

We have therefore shown that 

for  Conversely, one trivially has 
that
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for every  Observe that the function

satisfies 
(3.9). Hence, by Lemma 3.2,

for some constant , and for every 
 We next claim that there exists a positive constant 

 such 
that
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(5.6)
for  If inequality (5.6) 
follows from ([3] Theorem 1.7). If  for each

 and  one has that
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whence
 

As a consequence, (5.6) holds also in this case. Combining (5.4) , 
(5.5) and (5.6) tells us that

for some constant 
, and for every 

Set   , and observe that

for every  From (5.3), (5.7) and 
(5.8) we infer that
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up to equivalent norms. Now, if

 then  and therefore, by (2.12),

 

Hence, by (2.7),

 

If  and  then
, and, by (2.13),  

It remains to consider the cases 

when either  or  

,or and  In each of these 

cases,one has that 

 whence 
 by Corollary 1.2.The 

proof is complete. Let us now focus on trace embedding for 
Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. Let   be as in the 
statement of Theorem1.1.Given a Young function , denote by 

the corresponding Orlicz space. Let . We 
may assume, without loss of generality, that

Indeed,  can be replaced, if necessary, by a Young function 
equivalent near infinity, which renders (5.9) true, such replacement 
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leaving the Orlicz-Sobolev space unchanged 
(up to equivalent norms). If  and the integral

diverges, define the function 
 as

  

 for and the Young function  by

for 
The following result provides us with an optimal Orlicz target in 
Orlicz-Sobolev trace embeddings. It follows from Theorem 1.3, 
via ([11] Theorem 3.5).
Theorem 5.2. [Orlicz-Sobolev trace embeddings with an optimal 
Orlicz target] Let  and  be as in Theorem 1.1. Let 

 be a Young function fulfilling (5.9). 
Then (5.11)
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Moreover, the target spaces in (5.11) are optimal among all Orlicz 
spaces.
In the exambles below, we present applications of Theorem 5.2 
to couple of customary instances of Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. In 
what follows, the notation  is used to denote the 
Orlicz space on  built upon a Young function equivalent to the 
function  near infinity.The notations  and  

 are used accordingly.
Example 5.3. Assume that either  and  
or  and  An application of Theorem 5.2 
yields
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all the range spaces being optimal in the class of Orlicz spaces.
Example 5.4. Assume that  and  are as in 
Example 5.3.Then, one can obtain from Theorem 5.2 that

Moreover, the range spaces are sharp in the framework of Orlicz 
spaces on 
Although the target space in the first embedding in Theorem 5.2 is 
optimal in the framework of Orlicz spaces, it can be improved if the 
class of admissible target is enlarged to include all rearrangement-
invariant spaces. It turns out that the optimal rearrangement-
invariant target space isn the first case of (5.11) is an Orlicz-Lorentz 
space. Assume that  and  is a Young function that 
makes the integral in (5.10) diverge. Let  be the left-continuous 
derivative of , so that  and  are related as in (2.14). Define 
the Young function  as

    for 
where  is the non-decreasing, left-continuous function in 

 obeying
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for 

Finally,let  be the Orlicz-
Lorentz space associated with the function norm defined as in 
(2.15).
Theorem 5.5. [Orlicz-Sobolev trace embeddings with optimal 
rearrangement-invariant target] Let  and  be as in 
Theorem 1.1. Let  be a Young function fulfilling (5.9). Assume 
that , and the integral in (5.10) diverges.Then

and the target space in (5.12) is optimal among all rearrangement-
invariant spaces.Embedding (5.12) follows from Theorem 1.3, via 
an analogous argument as in the proof of [11].
Example 5.6. Let and  be as in Example 5.3. 
From Theorem 5.5 one can deduce that

up to equivalent norms.Furthermore, all the range spaces are 
optimal among rearrangement-invariant spaces [19].
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Conclusion:
Finally optimal target spaces are exhibited in arbitrary-

order Sobolev type embeddings for traces of -dimensional 
functions on lower dimensional subspaces. Sobolev spaces built 
upon any rearrangement-invariant norm are allowed. A key step 
in our approach consists in showing that any trace embedding 
can be reduced to a one-dimensional inequality for a Hardy type 
operator depending only on  and on the dimension of the 
relevant subspace. This can be regarded as an analogue for trace 
embeddings of a well-known symmetrization principle for first-
order Sobolev embeddings for compactly supported functions. The 
stability of the optimal target space under iterations of Sobolev 
trace embeddings is also established, and is part of the proof of 
our reduction principle. A a consequence, we derive new trace 
embeddings, with improved (optimal) target spaces, for classical 
Sobolev, Lorentz-Sobolev and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces.
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